
Digital vehicle check
SINDRI – the basis for  
quick and easy vehicle  
assessment

Smart technology from Continental for more reliability in the  
leasing business and vehicle trade.

More about vehicle valuation with SINDRI 
www.continental-aftermarket.com/sindri
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Reliable vehicle  
assessment  
for car dealers and 
leasing companies

SINDRI looks deep into the vehicle and provides a more reliable ba-

sis for validating vehicles. This digital service tool from Continental 

provides information on upcoming service and inspection appoint-

ments and also looks for hidden defects and evidence of mileage 

manipulation.

More transparency 

for customers

A complete vehicle  

scan in a maximum of  

5 minutes

5 Min

A digital checklist for  

documenting the condition 

of the vehicle



SINDRI

Gone are the days when visible marks alone, like damage to 
paintwork or scratches on alloy rims often determined the con-
dition of a leasing return or the residual value of a used vehicle. 
SINDRI looks deep into the vehicle and provides a more reliable 
basis for assessing vehicles.

Smart, fast, secure 
SINDRI checks the inner values

SINDRI offers you fast access to the onboard 
diagnostic data of vehicles and helps you to 
quickly and reliably determine the condition 
of leasing returns and used vehicles. The di-
agnostic data is read out and transmitted via 
the OBD interface of the vehicle through the 
Data Acquisition Device (Vehicle Communi-
cation Interface, VCI).

Get information about upcoming service 
and inspection dates, detected DTCs (Diag-
nostic Trouble Codes) and display evidence 
of mileage and DTC tampering. SINDRI 
acquires and records the relevant ECU data 
quickly and easily.
 
SINDRI gives car dealers, multi-brand dealer-
ships and valuation specialists the certainty 
that they‘re getting a realistic vehicle value 
and condition based on 100% reliable data. 
Thanks to SINDRI’s data analysis, it’s easier 
to determine the value of a vehicle for sale 
and to reveal hidden costs due to upcoming 
service appointments or needed repairs. 

Continental’s many years of experience in 
original equipment and in the aftermarket 
have paid off in the selection of these data 
points. 

SINDRI covers more than 80% of the Euro-
pean car park and scans the vehicle comple-
tely in less than five minutes. 

Thanks to Continental’s experience gained 
from cooperating with more than 30 manu-
facturers, the software can be used with a 
great number of brands.
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Continental Aftermarket & Services GmbH

Sodener Straße 9

65824 Schwalbach

Germany

sindri@continental.com

www.continental-aftermarket.com/sindri

Legal notice

The information in this brochure contains only 

general technical descriptions or performance fea-

tures, the accuracy of which may depend on other 

factors in the specific application. In particular, the 

information does not represent any guarantees of 

quality or durability. The desired performance fea-

tures are only binding if they are explicitly agreed 

upon when the contract is concluded. We reserve 

the right to make changes in availability as well as 

technical changes.


